THIS BUILDING HAS BEEN VACANT FOR MORE THAN 39 YEARS
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This exhibition space is in use for 3.5 months
a year. The pavilion was built in 1954 and has
been vacant for 39 years.
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It sounds so obvious that it almost passes unnoticed, but the
theme of this architecture biennale marks a turning point in its
history. After more than thirty years of mainly asking the public
to look at architecture, this time the focus is on something that
the rest of the world has known about for a long time: that
architecture is in the first place intended as a place to meet.
Kazuyo Sejima has turned architecture into a verb: a good
building makes something happen that goes beyond the building
itself. What the building itself wants to say, is of secondary
importance. This biennale tones down the importance of the
architectural expression in order to give increased prominence
to the architectural performance. At the same time it makes
architecture extremely relevant again, because if there is anything
that this profession needs at the present time, it is the proof
that it matters not only in the Arsenale and the Giardini, but
also in the everyday lives of people – in fact, that it can enhance
the quality of those lives.
We can call this shift from individual expression to collective
performance the Architecture of Consequence. The NAI
launched its innovation agenda at the end of 2008 in which the
terrains are determined on which this performance can be made
very substantial. Architecture was presented that formulates
answers in an improbably creative way to the existential questions
that challenge us all over the world. It is an architecture that is
no longer a social liability by the choices that it makes of the
wrong materials and building techniques, the wrong way to
climatize environments, the wrong locations, the wrong investment
horizons, and by producing outdated typologies, but is a social
benefactor by making the right choice on all those fronts.
Architecture was also shown that helps people to meet one
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another in a way that promotes increasing mutual acceptance.
To put it mildly, there is plenty of need for that at the moment.
That is also why we chose Rietveld Landscape for the Dutch
contribution. The firm stands out for designs that, rather than
presenting themselves, solve problems – if possible even a couple
of problems at the same time, no matter if they do not appear to
have much connection with one another at first sight. Sometimes
those problems cannot be solved with new architecture at all;
sometimes they are problems that can be solved with old
architecture – architecture that has been in existence for a long
time and is no longer appreciated by anybody, or has fallen into
disuse. You would not normally expect to see this architecture
at a biennale because it was written off long ago. That is why we
are doing precisely that as a radical homage to Sejima. People
meet in architecture of the past for the future’s sake.
Is there so much unused architecture in the Netherlands? Few
people think that a lot is left empty in the Netherlands. On the
contrary, many in the Netherlands and abroad regard the
country as densely populated and heavily occupied. Some even
regard the Netherlands as full: there is hardly any room left for
anything or anyone. It might therefore come as a surprise for
them to know that a large part of the Netherlands is indeed
vacant and is growing more vacant by the day. Millions of square
metres to which no one pays any heed are at stake. And they
are often beautiful buildings.
The Dutch contribution to this biennale brings this forgotten
treasure back in circulation. Entirely in the spirit of Architecture
of Consequence, it does so not in order to rescue the architecture
of the past from a certain death, but to drastically improve the
future that lies before us. This is where the Netherlands and the

world meet one another. This is the innovation that we have in
mind, an innovation that starts with the right environment and that,
if you ask us, could not succeed at all without that environment.
It is an environment that is so inexpensive to inhabit, that it
saves you time to rethink the world, an environment that makes
it easy to meet other people who are involved in the same thought
process and to be stimulated by that encounter, an environment
that is easy for people to cherish, an environment that is
immediately sustainable by recycling alone, an environment
that uses well-considered reuse to stimulate the craftsmanlike
capacity to make unique details, an environment that helps to
preserve historical awareness.
The future that still has to be written, with thanks to the past
that seemed to have been written off.
The Dutch pavilion at this biennale is an offer to the world,
that even takes our own breath away. Occupy our empty space
with your ideas and receive an original Dutch architecture in
return, making both you and us happy.
Welcome to Vacant NL.
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Map of Vacant NL, based on ‘Oude kaart van Nederland’ and expert judgement by Fons Asselbergs.
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Rietveld Landscape (Ronald Rietveld and Erik Rietveld)

Curatorial statement

Introduction Rietveld Landscape has been invited by the
Netherlands Architecture Institute (NAI) to make a statement
in the form of an installation about the potential of landscape
architecture to contribute to resolving the major challenges
facing society today.
The installation ‘Vacant NL, where architecture meets ideas’
calls upon the Dutch government to make use of the enormous
potential of inspiring, temporarily unoccupied buildings from
the 17th, 18th, 19th, 20th and 21st centuries for innovation within
the creative knowledge economy. Our starting point is the
political ambition of the Netherlands to attain a position among
the top five knowledge economies in the world. Last year the
Dutch parliament supported this ambition unanimously. The
transition to a knowledge economy of that kind calls not only
for excellent research, education and cherishing of talent, but
also for specific spatial conditions. Partly due to a one-sided
focus on traditional economic parameters, so far little attention
has been paid to the spatial conditions for innovation.
Five ‘key sectors’ have been identified in the widely supported
Dutch Knowledge and Innovation Agenda: water, high-tech
systems, creative industry, chemical industry, and food & flowers.
We focus on the specific conditions for what the government
calls the ‘key sector creative industry’: architecture, design, digital
media, games, fashion, graphic design, etc. The creative sector
can make a relevant contribution to the complex challenges facing
society. Cooperation between creative industry and scientists is
crucial in this respect.
Design and architecture have remained isolated from other
disciplines for too long, and science was on an island too.
Innovation stands to gain from cross-fertilisation and face-to-face

contact between pioneers from the creative industry, science
and technology. After all, innovation often results from considering
the same challenges from different perspectives together with
other people.
Moreover, the availability of affordable, inspiring places of
work is very important for young talent precisely now. As a result
of the current economic crisis, many of our colleagues have lost
their job, students of design and architecture graduate without any
prospects of employment, many freelances have started to use up
their savings, and the government is preparing unprecedented
spending cuts.
How can we invest in innovation at a time of scarce resources?
The large number of vacant public buildings means that the
government is failing to make use of an enormous potential.
These vacant buildings are costing society a lot of money at the
moment, while they can also be used to accommodate the next
generation of innovators. The large variety of empty heritage
offers all kinds of possibilities for use. Especially in combination
with related more flexible regulations, interim use can challenge
creative entrepreneurs who are starting out to come up with
innovative experiments. Temporary locations are excellent
laboratories for a government that wants to try out non-regulated
zones in which there is maximal scope for innovation.
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Vision on vacancy Although vacant property is often left unutilised,
interest in the recycling of existing buildings for a different
purpose is growing in the Netherlands and elsewhere. In some
cases, such as Tate Modern in London or Westergasfabriek in
Amsterdam, that is highly successful. However, as far as temporary
reuse is concerned, as a property owner the government opts only
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too often, for instance in the case of vacancy (or “anti-squatter”)
management, for a defensive way of filling the void. We call for
a more socially relevant and innovative use of these public assets.
A few key points of our vision:
— Top 5 ambition for the Dutch knowledge economy A novel
feature of our project is its link with the Dutch Knowledge and
Innovation Agenda. We take seriously its aim to attain a position
among the top five knowledge economies in the world. If you
set out from that national political ambition and strategy, you
make different choices. With respect to reuse this could mean,
for instance, not just filling up spaces that are empty, but using
attractive vacant places first of all for people who are stretching
the boundaries of the design and architecture disciplines, or for
creative initiators who are dedicating their efforts to excellent
education in digital media or resolving an urgent societal issue.
‘Vacant NL, where architecture meets ideas’ is thus a call to the
national government, and in particular to the future Minister of
Innovation, to make use of vacant property for our creative
industry’s Innovation Programme.
— First use vacant government property Since the innovation
ambition emerged from national politics, we primarily target
government property that is vacant for a period between one
week and ten years. Of course we hope that the good example
(vacancy for innovation) of the government will have a spin-off
towards the market. A special feature is that there is a vast
number of spaces that are not monotonous, but are very
diverse because the buildings were once designed for a specific
purpose: lighthouses, hospitals, water towers, factory buildings,
airports, hangars, offices, forts, bunkers, schools, swimming
pools and many more.
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Thousands of vacant buildings are not privately owned but are
state property. In principle they belong to us all. It is often
forgotten that vacant property costs the taxpayer a lot of money:
the case of Radio Kootwijk in Apeldoorn cost around € 200,000
a year. The former Government Advisor on Cultural Heritage,
Fons Asselbergs, estimates that the number of inspiring, vacant
buildings with a government or public function is between 50
and 80 per medium-sized local authority (of which there are
about a hundred in the Netherlands). That means a total of
thousands of vacant buildings, not counting around a thousand
military objects and hundreds of state-owned vacant lots. And
Vacant NL is growing: ‘A farm a day, two churches a week, and
a nunnery each month. They are all becoming vacant.’ (Frank
Strolenberg, Trouw, 19 June, 2010, p. 4). Temporary reuse can
yield exciting labs for innovations, paid for with the money that
the taxpayer is now paying for vacant property.
— Temporary use as strategy We focus on the period (or
“meantime”) between when a property becomes vacant and its
renovation, reallocation or demolition. We primarily target
buildings that are vacant for a period between one week and ten
years. If the right people are in the right place, even a project
that lasts only a week can make a difference. At the moment
reallocation takes up an enormous amount of time because of
endless consultations and a change in the zoning plan. For
example, an unusual location like the Hembrug site with more
than 100 buildings in Amsterdam has already been “waiting” many
years for reallocation. This is an unnecessary waste of time:
there is a “waiting period” for the buildings and a “waiting period”
for young creative entrepreneurs, often with scarce resources
and limited networks, who are looking for inspiring space.
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— Cross-fertilisation and space for experiment Given the current
complexity of cities, landscape and society, the urgent societal
challenges call for an integral and multidisciplinary approach.
That is why we are explicitly calling for cross-fertilisation between
young creative entrepreneurs (or more generally, initiators of
projects) and breakthrough science because it is at this
interface in particular that innovation is to be expected. Online
social networks have by no means made face-to-face contact
redundant; on the contrary, the two forms of interaction
complement one another. By offering young, creative pioneers
and scientists joint spaces for work and experiment, it becomes
easier for them to work together and to share their knowledge,
creativity and social networks.
— Interim use as test bed for reallocation The interim and
experimental reuse of buildings can offer valuable insights into the
longer-term potential of a location, as the interim use of the
Westergasfabriek in Amsterdam, for instance, has
demonstrated. So the interim can be deliberately deployed as
an exploratory stage.
NAI Architecture of Consequence agenda The link with the societal
themes that the NAI is targeting with its Architecture of
Consequence agenda is fourfold. First, our proposal is about
finding new economic value. Vacancy has an enormous potential
for society and for the (creative) economy that is barely used at
the moment. We focus on the transition to a creative knowledge
economy. Moreover, a flourishing creative ecology leads to a lively
climate for the setting up of small businesses, which is important
for attracting and holding on to talent. Second, from the perspective
of sustainability, the reuse of vacant property is often a wise option.

Third, more of the scarce open space in the Netherlands is left
untouched and the quality of the urban public domain will benefit.
Finally, the urgent issues call for innovation, and not just a little,
but plenty of it – in fact, for a culture in which design and innovation
play a key role. An important question is: How we can activate
very many talented individuals from various backgrounds, including
young craftsmen, within the creative knowledge economy?
Site-specific team The Rietveld Pavilion is the ideal location for
the Dutch submission. The building itself has stood vacant for
more than 39 years. Built in 1954, it stands on Dutch territory
and is vacant for around 8.5 months a year. As curator we have
put together a multidisciplinary team to design the installation,
consisting of people with an interest in the innovative potential
of vacant property and international experience in the creative
industry: Jurgen Bey (designer), Joost Grootens (graphic
designer), Ronald Rietveld (landscape architect), Erik Rietveld
(philosopher/ economist), Saskia van Stein (curator NAI), and
Barbara Visser (artist). Landstra & De Vries and Claus
Wiersma (designer) are responsible for the construction of the
exhibition.
Ambition We hope that the installation will inspire people and set
in motion a more ambitious way of thinking about the potential of
temporary reuse. At the same time we hope that the new Minister
of Innovation will see that good spatial conditions are of inestimable
value for innovation in the creative knowledge economy.
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www.rietveldlandscape.com
info@rietveldlandscape.nl
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specifi c

characteristics of a site or project, they also have exemplary generic
signifi cance in how to deal with temporality in use. Using the notion of interim

Dutch Atlas of Vacancy, by Rietveld Landscape and studio Joost Grootens

–in between time- prior to the fi nal destination of vacant buildings, these
temporary interventions can herald an era of structural changes with a
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Vacant NL, drawing produced by Rietveld Landscape
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Saskia van Stein

Temporality at use

The Dutch entry at the 12th Architecture
Biennale focuses on the potential of vacant
property as a future place for meeting and
exchange for the creative industry, science and
technology. The Dutch contribution is centred
on a 21st century form of entrepreneurship.
Transformation is a key word here. Not only
the transformation of the use and function of a
space; the time has come to think more
intelligently about the spatial consequences of
our actions. But also the transformation of
concepts and values. We have to take a new
understanding of our economy into
consideration, a new way of thinking by
complementing hard cash with “softer” values.
If we start to animate vacant property or to
make wastelands productive, in other words
using temporality as a strategy in transformation
processes, demands that we change our way we
go about. It implies we look at new forms of
decision making, social networks, alternative
production methods and new manufacturing
technologies: the formulation of new relations
and ideas. Such new (informal) ways of working
and co-creation also demands of us to
reformulate notions in regard to funding,
property and responsibility. All of this calls for
a different design attitude and has a profound
influence on the way we think about urban
development. This also asks for a shift in role,
engagement and responsibilities of the
government, real estate proprietor and project
developer from a speculative to an anticipatory
one. A cooperation between all these parties is
necessary for the formulation and implementation
of a structural policy for using temporality
which has hardly been formulated until recently.
Vacancy can not be seen just as a temporary
situation in which supply outstrips demand. By
now vacancy can be regarded as structural in

some situations or areas. The timelines of the
planners seem to have a different trajectory as
their framework still consists of designing and
building for eternity. This is however no longer
matching the speed of contemporary societal
changes or needs in our post industrialised era.
Our relation to time and place is shifting; this
‘being in transit’ has influence on the way we
life and learn: on our social structures, our
housing and work behaviour and has economic
influences as we’re shifting from production to
service and knowledge industries. The ‘fluidity’
of these forces should be taken into
consideration. It is, for instance, likely that
certain industrial sites (once) on peripheral
locations will call for a different function from
the present one, even after economic recovery.
So why not start investigating an alternative use
right now? Thanks to the current clean methods
of production and means of communication,
industrial zones could become testing sites for
education projects or food production closer
to home. Cultural heritage and buildings such
as churches, airports, defence territory and
industrial complexes have become vacant and
outdated as a result of loss of function and
changing political, religious and cultural values.
These consequences that are felt and seen at
the local level are situated within a more
comprehensive global force field as the result
of factors such as the migration of labour to
countries with low wages, demographic
development like ageing, urbanisation on the
one hand as apposed shrinking regions etc.
Instead of reserving vacant property or
wastelands for better times within the economic
system of supply and demand, it is more realistic
to implement a structural policy that makes the
waiting period before renovation, reallocation
or demolition, productive and useful.

The following recent examples illustrate that
vacant buildings or sites can be temporarily
programmed for events or taken into use by
creative pioneers. These projects can be seen
as signifiers, pointing out a panorama of
opportunities. In spite of the local specific
characteristics of a site or project, they also have
exemplary generic significance in how to deal
with temporality in use. Using the notion of
interim –in between time– prior to the final
destination of vacant buildings, these temporal
interventions can herald an era of structural
changes with a sustainable character, often
making use of art, creative coalitions and
resident participation. They show the introduction
of new cycles of use, varying from small scale
community gatherings, food production,
leisure or sports events, to larger scale
reintegration of redundant areas. Tackled by
task forces of local policymakers, corporations
and the creative class, a positive spin off for the
whole area is created. These temporary projects
function as examples, put items on the agenda,
and contribute to awareness and the change in
thinking that is called for from the market, local
councils and the government. Whether it’s about
small interventions or larger scale connections,
they all contribute to a broadening of concepts
and values within social, economic and cultural
conditions. Now, making use of the potential that
lies in the interim, calls for a certain commitment
– not the sort of commitment of the anonymous
real estate broker who acts from merely
economic motives, but the commitment that
does justice to the social fabric, the historical
significance and the identity of a location. The
challenge is to find a balance in a new play of
forces and power between legislation and
informality, user and proprietor, amateur and
professional, shareholder and government…
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Ö

Former gasworks,
Amsterdam

Ö

Innitiator
Liesbeth Jansen
(and others)

Ö
Interim: 1992–1996
Redevelopment:
1996–present

Ö

www.westergasfabriek.nl

Westergasfabriek, Amsterdam
This former gasworks is situated on
the edge of the city centre of
Amsterdam. The industrial monuments
and the surrounding park now form a
multifunctional space and a modern
city park. There are trees, meadows
and streams, dozens of offi ces,
spaces for large and small events,
bars, restaurants, a cinema, a theatre
and much more.

The Westergasfabriek is freely
accessible all day and is a leading
provider of space for creative
enterprises and an expert in
redeveloping industrial heritage sites
into multifunctional assets. Artists,
entrepreneurs and the Amsterdam
public fi nd new energy in the
Westergasfabriek and are inspired to
innovate, cooperate and relax.

Ö

Former shipyard,
North Amsterdam

Ö

Initiator Eva de Klerk
(and many others)
Design NDSM
Studiocity by
Dynamo Architects

Ö
Interim: 1999–2006
Redevelopment:
2007–present

Ö

www.ndsm.nl

The Westergasfabriek is a pioneer of
intervening use and sets the tone for
the recycling of cultural heritage in
the Netherlands. The interim period
(1992–1996) has been used as a
pioneering phase for the eventual
new function and programme. It is a
dynamic cultural park where many
public activities are held and which
accommodates many creative
entrepreneurs.
28

Kinetisch Noord presented its plan
to turn the NDSM into the largest
hotbed for artistic talent in the
Netherlands. Working closely with
tenants, they have now initiated a vast
number of events and initiatives such
as the affordable studios and other
working spaces which are built.
NDSM builds the basic units that the
tenants then complete themselves,
giving everyone a say in the costs,
quality and design of their own space.
The wharf also offers ample
opportunities for exhibitions, try-outs,
large and small performances,
festivals, parties and so on. These
pioneers have now set the stage for
different parties and developments on
the northern bank of the River IJ in
Late in 1999, a group of artists, theatre Amsterdam.
people, skaters and architects called
Kinetisch Noord approached the local
council with a plan to redevelop the
former shipyard. In June 2002,
29
NDSM, Amsterdam
A former shipyard on the northern
bank of the River IJ and larger than
10 football fi elds, the NDSM wharf is
now a centre for underground culture
in Amsterdam. This huge area contains
the NDSM hall, a hangar-like structure
20,000 m2 in area and 20 m in height,
and two historic slipways that house
workshops and artists’ studios. The
NDSM wharf offers facilities for a
number of artistic disciplines and
small crafts. The wharf has also
become a sanctuary for individual
artists and craftspeople as well as
for independent organizations, both
established and less well known, to
cooperate, inspire and create.
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Transvaal, The Hague

Ö

Principal: Mobiel
projectbureau OpTrek
Concept: Jan Konings,
Duzan Doepel
Development and
implementation: Mobiel
projectbureau OpTrek
(Sabrina Lindemann)
Laboratory of the
Intervening Period
(think tank of the hotel)
Concept: Mobiel
projectbureau OpTrek
Development and
implementation: Mobiel
projectbureau OpTrek,
Sabrina Lindemann in
cooperation with
Studio Iris Schutten

Ö
2005–2008

Ö

www.hoteltransvaal.com
/lab
www.optrektransvaal.nl
www.irisschutten.net

OpTrek
The artists’ organisation OpTrek
mobile project bureau has been
acting since 2002 as an active
witness that refl ects the complex local
situation and places it within the
broader context of social and urban
developments. On its own initiative,
OpTrek has deliberately linked itself
for a long period (2002–2012) with the
Transvaal district in The Hague.
National and international artists,
architects were invited by OpTrek to
explore the changes in the district
and to make them visible for a wide
public. Their projects are mainly
situated in the public domain and are
highly diverse in character:
architectural interventions alternate
with temporary ones and proposals
for new urban strategies.

Hotel Transvaal, The Hague
The project Hotel Transvaal has moved
into the Transvaal quarter of The
Hague, an area currently undergoing
a radical, long-term transformation. In
the intervening period, uninhabited
properties and unsold newly built
homes are turned into hotel rooms
with a rating of between one to fi ve
stars. Hotel Transvaal uses existing
facilities in the neighbourhood to
provide guests with the usual services
and comforts of a regular hotel.
Hotel Transvaal has a dual character:
it is tested in the quarter as an enterprise,
and it also functions as a catalyst for
new ideas. It provides a mental
framework for further investigation of
the use and potential of the
intervening period. A programme has
been developed in cooperation with
the architect Iris Schutten: Laboratory
of the Intervening Period.

Ö

Former East India
Company building
Historic center of
Rotterdam

Ö

WORM in collaboration
with 2012Archtecten a.o.

Ö
2006–2010

Ö

www.2012architecten.nl
/#/WORM@VOC

WORM@VOC, Rotterdam
The team of WORM, a podium for
avant-garde fi lm and music, asked
2012Architecten to design a fl exible
and transportable tool for its
temporary facilities in the interior shell
of a Dutch East India Company
building in Rotterdam. In order to
adapt the monumental VOC building
for its temporary use, no structural
interventions were allowed; in fact,
due to strict building laws no screws
were allowed in the walls or fl oors.
In the majority of its projects,
2012Architecten works with waste
materials and sees recycling as an
integral design strategy. The premise
of the design for WORM was to
construct the interior out of 95%
recycled material. These materials
were collected by volunteers from
demolished buildings in the vicinity.
2012Architecten drew up a wish list,

which consisted of a material
inventory and a set of criteria that
each project component had to meet,
taking building code regulations into
account. Sound insulation was
constructed out of four layers of
suspended ceiling tiles from a
condemned offi ce building. Door
frames were clamped instead of
screwed into the existing shell.
A new ventilation shaft was needed
for proper air circulation and serves
as the spine of the design. It ‘eats’ its
way through the building. A series
of movable pieces of furniture are
connected to this shaft. The functional
pieces of furniture were commissioned
from artists in project components.
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Ö

Several locations:
Almere, Amsterdam
(2x) and Rotterdam.

Ö
DUS architects
Ö
2009

Ö

www.dusarchitects.com

Summerhouse hotel, Amsterdam
(GECEKONDU)
This ‘recycled bag’ hotel uses the
“China bag” as part of modular building
structure as it is the archetypical
nomadic object. It referred to the
temporary nomadic character of the
hotel, and allowed for very easy
transportation. Gecekondu, the Turkish
name for shanty building, literally
means ‘built over night’. Gecekondu
neighbourhoods are based on the
rule that anyone who builds his house
in one night receives ownership
rights. Gecekondu areas contain
really strong social networks, which
are often lacking in the formally
planned Dutch neighbourhoods. By
building the Gecekondu Summerhouse
Hotel, illegally overnight at several
locations, DUS architects tested and
questioned informal use of public
space in The Netherlands. The
Summer House Hotel also revealed

the potential of unused urban space.
People who made a contribution to
the hotel, could stay there for free.
The hotel showed the eagerness of
neighbours to contribute and utilize
their immediate surroundings. It
became a real temporary forum, or
physical facebook. People met at the
Gecekondu, returned several times,
and stayed friends, also after the hotel
disappeared. It showed the eagerness
of neighbours to contribute and utilize
their immediate surroundings. It
demonstrated the need for informal
places for people to meet and exchange
ideas. As such, the Gecekondu
portrayed a new democratic architecture.
Its architecture was impermanent but
remains in the memory of those who
where there: a Mental Monument.
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Ö

Former ABN AMRO
building, Vijzelstraat
Amsterdam

Ö

On the initiative of the
tenants of the former
Central Station Post
Offi ce building Post
CS

Ö
2008–2010

Ö

www.duintjercs.nl/home.
xhtml

Duintjer CS, Amsterdam
Duintjer CS is a former ABN AMRO
building and now a multifunctional
building that accommodates a mixture
of creative enterprises under one roof
during the period 2008–2010. The
approx. 13,000 m2 of fl oor space are
used by production companies,
documentary makers, studios,
communication agencies, design
studios, fi rms of architects, advertising
agencies, web designers, producers,
photographers and more. Mediamatic
provides an important input to the
public space with Pecha Kucha and
exhibitions.
A large group of the present users of
Duintjer were previously accommodated
in Post CS. This former sorting centre
near the Central Station in Amsterdam
was a multifunctional cultural meeting
place and incubator that combined an
educational function with a platform

and an entertainment function. The
unusual feature of Post CS was the
organisational combination of private,
public and semi-public areas in the
building. W139, Mediamatic, the
Stedelijk Museum and others were in
the plinth, while the restaurant Club
11 was on the top fl oor and the
creative enterprises were located in
between. Many entrepreneurs wanted
to share a new temporary building
afterwards: Duintjer.
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Ö

On the periphery of the
city centre of Rotterdam

Ö

Ester van de Wiel and
Gerda Zijlstra,
Koehorst in ‘t Veld
(graphic designers),
Movie Action
(stunters), Horeca
Vakschool (coking
school), Lifeline
(fi tness), Noord Plus
(Islamitic association),
Gemeente Werken &
Roteb (municipality),
Corporation PWS,
Zadkine College
(builders in training)

Ö
2009–2011

Ö

www.nuhier.org

NU HIER, Rotterdam
As designers of public space, NU
HIER believe in the possibility of a
public space that is genuinely used
for what city folk like to do: dancing,
building, gardening, urban sport,
cooking, making music. For that
purpose NU HIER are building up a
package of elements and tools that
can be moved: movable tree nursery,
a greenhouse, a mobile kitchen,
transportable kitchen garden boxes, a
sports fl oor, a podium, etc. This means
that a caravan can go from one
abandoned place to another that can
accommodate a temporary programme.
NU HIER is an initiative that links
vacant sites with users from the
neighbourhood, schools, clubs,
corporations, and associations.
Their cooperation and combined
entrepreneurship is the engine behind
what in this case is a project on the
periphery of the centre of Rotterdam.

Combining the (organisational) structure
already on the spot in the form of
communal management makes it
easier to arrange responsibility for a
site. Above all, however, it appeals to
people’s shared passions. After a
party centre went up in smoke, this
vacant site awaits a new function, so
building ground is reclaimed, if only
for a time, as public space. This period
can be used as a lab stage before
everything has been determined. The
transitional stage can even be seen as
a way of transforming areas to meet
the demands of the market. The great
strength of temporary projects is that
there is much less opposition to
unusual, unfamiliar forms of use and
new programmes. This creates
opportunities for innovation and
experiment. If it works, let’s keep it!
If it doesn’t, let’s forget it.
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Ö

Former tabacco factory
on the periphery of The
Hague.

Ö

Initiator: The
municipality of The
Hague in collaboration
with groupA architects

Ö
Interim: 2001–2005
Redevelopment:
2006–present

Ö

www.cabfab.nl/m/mag
stream/cabfab/cabfab/

Caballerofabriek, The Hague
The Egyptian Laurens cigarette
factory established a branch in The
Hague in 1921. All activities connected
with the production of cigarettes were
stopped in 1995 and transferred to
the British American Tobacco (BAT)
factory in Zevenaar. The old cigarette
factory, a 12,000 m2 complex on the
Binckhorst industrial estate, passed
into the hands of The Hague local
authority in 2001. The local authority
started on the fi rst stage of the
redevelopment of the building in 2004.
Creative and innovative enterprises
predominate in the factory, an initiative
of The Hague local authority with
support from the European Union. By
now the second stage has been
completed and a total of around 100
enterprises will be accommodated
there. The Caballero factory is located
in the middle of Binckhorst, which has
a reputation as a rather dilapidated

industrial estate on the periphery of
The Hague. But that will change. The
OMA master plan envisages the
transformation of Binckhorst into a
commercial site in a modern residential,
work and recreational area within the
next twenty to thirty years. The new
Binckhorst will become a location with
international allure, with housing,
high-quality retail trade, businesses,
an attractive public space, and a
large-scale park as an attraction. This
park will enhance the charm, security
and attractiveness of the location.
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Ö

Wibautstraat,
Amsterdam

Ö
De Verdieping
Ö
2009–2011

Ö

www.trouwamsterdam.nl

De Verdieping, TrouwAmsterdam
De Verdieping is a non-profi t project
space for urban culture in the former
PCM printshop in the Wibautstraat in
Amsterdam. The foundation develops
unusual cultural activities at the
interface between art, culture, (new)
media and urban development. De
Verdieping is regarded as a temporary
lab for high-quality artistic and cultural
experiments that are related to the
cultural, social and spatial developments
of the (immediate) surroundings.
This can vary from engaging in joint
projects with cultural and educational
institutions and facilitating other
organisations to in-house productions.
Joint projects have been initiated with
the Eye Film Institute, Rietveld Academy,
Amsterdam Museum Night and other
organisations. The foundation also
presents many up-and-coming and
internationally acclaimed artists and

musicians such as Hans Aarsman,
Nicoline van Harskamp and Shezad
Dawood, Pierre Bastien, Daedelus
and Machinefabriek. The building also
houses a restaurant, club which
together with the programming of
De Verdieping have a catalytic and
positive spin-off in the whole area.

Ö

City centre of
Rotterdam

Ö

An initiative of ZUS
(zones urbaines
sensibles) and
CODUM with support
of LSI and OBR.

Ö
2010–2015

Ö

www.schieblock.com
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the present vacant situation and the
eventual new developments. By
viewing the building and the
surrounding area as a test site, ideas
can be tested against reality at an
early stage: high-quality public space,
a mixture of functions and links with
the surroundings. The Schieblock is
becoming an urban lab, a place for
work and encounter, intended for
everyone involved in one way or
another with urban development:
architects, economists, cultural
entrepreneurs, biologists, engineers,
The Schieblock consists of studios of artists, designers and programmers.
The ambition is to create a lively
various sizes and is structured by a
public plinth: the Dépendance. What urban lab in which interdisciplinary
started as a response to the cultural work can be done on new ways of
transforming the city.
erosion of the Rotterdam inner city
and an activation of the lifeless plinth
has slowly grown into a magnet of
urban culture: exhibitions, debates,
workshops and lectures. The
Schieblock forms a bridge between
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Schieblock, Rotterdam
The Schieblock in the central district
of Rotterdam has been vacant for
some twenty years by now. The
redevelopment of the area will certainly
not start before 2020. On the initiative
of ZUS [Zones Urbaines Sensibles]
and CODUM and with the support of
the owner LSI, a 5-year plan has been
developed for the temporary
transformation of this unusual offi ce
building on the Hofplein in the central
district of Rotterdam.

www.fotogw.nl

Ö

Tivoli site, Apeldoorn

Ö

Concept, development
and implementation:
Lab Tussentijd,
Changing the
Netherlands
Organisation: Jeroen
van de Weijer, Pim
Dumans, Elisabeth
Boersma, Marjolein
Dekker and Carolien
Ligtenberg.
Team: Jeroen van de
Weijer, Pim Dumans,
Elisabeth Boersma,
Marjolein Dekker,
Carolien Ligtenberg,
Philip Palmer, Jolanda
van der Sluis, Hans
van Daal, Gerben
Booltink, Michiel
Groothoff, Maurice
Tuunter and Amelia
Lukmanto.

Ö
Lab 2009–2010,
ongoing experiment
since July 2010

Ö

www.nederlandwordtan
ders.nl/lab10

Offi ce. The location was given a temporary function with 1,000 m2 of turf,
apple trees and furniture from vacant
offi ces. The temporary, multifunctional
– literal green – offi ce was a platform for
the debate on vacant property involving
several of the different parties involved.
Augmented with a broad cultural programme, GOO! also offered a workshop, platform and exhibition space for
various of the cultural players in Apeldoorn. Sustainability, awareness and
enthusiasm were literally nourished
by the biological lunch, picnic and
dinners that were offered with the
support of biological entrepreneurs
from Apeldoorn.
The idea behind the experiment is the
combination of different values instead
of economic ones to create a broader
basis of support for the temporary use
Green Open Offi ce (GOO!)
This led to an experiment on the vacant of vacant property. The GOO! values
Tivoli site in the centre of Apeldoorn
are a healthy place of work, awareness,
was transformed into a Green Open
cooperation, culture and enthusiasm.

Lab Tussentijd, Arnhem
Changing the Netherlands, GOO!
Within the context of ‘Changing the
Netherlands’, an initiative of the
Government Buildings Agency, LAB
Tussentijd devoted three months to
getting to grips with the phenomenon of
vacant property. The multidisciplinary
group went into the systems, interests
and obstacles connected with vacancy,
as well as the potential and demands
that vacant property can satisfy.
Research and design led to the
development of a strategy in which
vacancy is no longer seen as a
problem, but as an opportunity: an
opportunity to set in motion the
transition towards a sustainable and
qualitative transformation.

Ö

Ciboga terrain
Groningen

Ö

Wilma Naaijer:
Ebbingekwartier
Association of
Entrepreneurs
Foundation OLE
(consisting of: Gerrit
Schuurhuis
(chairman/managing
director),
David Inden (fi nancial
manager /
infrastructure),
Christophe de Jongh
(secretarie of the
board).

Ö
2010–2015

Ö

www.ebbingekwartier.nl

Ebbingenkwartier, Groningen
The Ebbingekwartier is a creative quarter
near the centre of Groningen in which
many shops, cultural organisations
and creative entrepreneurs are located.
Due to its central location and industrial
history, this area has started to develop
as the creative zone of Groningen. This
vreative zon called Open Lab Ebbinge
is a one-hectare site for temporary
use and mobile pavilions. The interim
regulations and cooperation between
the local authority, developers and the
creative industry are turning this into a
zone where experiments can be
conducted at various levels. Besides
residential and work space, Open Lab
also provides space for exhibitions,
performances and other activities of
various organisations. After fi ve years,
when building will commence on the
former Ciboga site, the Open Lab
pavilions will be able to pop up again
somewhere else in the city or region.
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Constituting the Interim

Constituting the Interim In view of the attractive
opportunities that the Interim offers for
unconventional uses of urban space by a rainbow
coalition of businesspeople, can it be accorded a
special status that will help it to benefit the city?

we present the following Constitution for the
Interim.

The Constitution for the Interim presented below
takes up this challenge, sketching the borderlands
between opportunity and neglect, between
investment and exploitation, the temporary
and the ongoing, law and lawlessness – and
everything else that arises in the Interim.

I Definition and Objectives of the Interim The
Interim is the time period beginning when the
original function of a site or building is terminated
and continuing until the site or building is
redeveloped (whether or not according to plan,
and whether or not successfully). The Interim
is therefore an autonomous and finite entity in
space and time.
The objective of the Interim, within the scope
of that autonomy, is to offer time and space for
initiatives aimed at opening up prospects for
the future.1

Preamble DRAWING INSPIRATION FROM
the many examples showing, firstly, that in the
Dutch context the Interim offers space for a
bottom-up planning instrument, either
complementary or parallel to top-down planning
processes, and, secondly, that this Interim offers
space for reflection and action, space that must be
used and, where necessary, pressed into service;
BELIEVING that the Interim introduces a trialand-error approach that presents, in a literally
constructive way, the opportunity to learn from
one’s initial steps and adjust one’s plans where
necessary, and that the Interim can thereby
offer space for urban complexity and dynamism;
AWARE that the power and attraction of the
Interim lies above all in the fact that so much is
not present, not regulated, and not (or not yet)
organized, but that in consequence a great deal
is generally not accessible, not usable (or only
with difficulty), not lasting, and not officially
authorized, and that the regime presented in this
Constitution therefore aims solely to guarantee
the accessibility of the Interim without compromising the freedom that it offers, and to resolve
relevant long-running issues in spatial planning;

Part I: The Founding Principles For whom is
this constitution intended?

II Fundamental Rights and Citizenship of the
Interim Given the autonomy of the Interim as
a spatial and temporal unit, the importance of
the Interim in the development of the city and
its culture, the relative scarcity of the Interim,
and – as a consequence of the foregoing – the
pressure under which the Interim must perform,
the Interim itself is endowed with certain
fundamental rights. These rights are specified
in part II. They serve to secure the objective of
the Interim: to offer time and space for initiatives
aimed at opening up prospects for the future.
The Interim has no other rights.
Citizenship of the Interim is available to those
Interim entrepreneurs who undertake
initiatives in the Interim. Citizenship confers
one essential right on the citizen: the right of
access to the Interim.
III Interim Competences The specific
competences of the Interim depend on the 40

type of Interim and are not interchangeable.
a. anticipated Interim
This is the period between the termination of
a function (possibly long-term) or a long-term
mode of use of an area and the
commencement of a new, redeveloped
function. The length of this period can be
estimated in advance, but in practice, the
period can last years longer than expected. In
this case, the Interim is a by-product, the
transition period preceding a well-defined
future situation.
The anticipated Interim has the competence to
question both the transition period leading up
to the future function, and the validity of that
function.
b. unanticipated Interim
This is the period after the decision is made to
terminate an earlier function or earlier mode
of use for which a new or redeveloped
function has been planned, in cases where this
new function is no longer certain to come
about. Because the status and ownership
situation are unclear, the period of time that
will pass before there is a new permanent use
for the building is indefinite in duration. This
unanticipated Interim has the competence to
provide time and space for informal
developments with the potential to provoke
the determination of a new formal purpose
and ownership situation.
c. opportunistic Interim
This is the time after the termination of a
function (possibly long-term) or mode of use of
an area and before active redevelopment begins
(a time in which the area has no new purpose).
In some cases, a situation of this kind leads to
the decision to designate the area for some
temporary use, to generate a minimum of
income, to protect the area from decay (or

from further decay), or to make the area as
attractive as possible for some new purpose
not yet determined in detail (gentrification).
The indeterminate Interim has the competence
to explore its potential by providing time and
space for opportunistic use.
d. strategic Interim
This is a deliberate pause (or trial period) after
the termination of a (possibly long-term)
function or mode of use of an area, during
which experiments are conducted to determine
the best new use. Because the status is clear for
participants and potential participants, initiatives
are encouraged rather than impeded; all parties
know what they can expect. Another motivating
factor is that a good initiative has an excellent
chance of inspiring a long-term follow-up activity
or acquiring a permanent status. In such cases,
the sooner the planning process focuses on the
potential of the Interim, the sooner the area
can benefit from the Interim’s catalytic effects.
The strategic Interim has the competence to
offer transformation pioneers the opportunity
to initiate long-term developments.
IV Interim Institutions and Bodies As soon as the
Interim is activated, a coalition of entrepreneurs
takes shape.2 The objective of every member
of this coalition is, in one way or another, to
derive added value from the Interim through
its development. The participants (voluntary
or involuntary) may include various levels of
government, civil-society organizations (NGOs,
neighbourhood and district organizations, etc.),
and private parties (housing associations,
property developers, investors, businesspeople,
and individuals). This coalition can take two
essentially different fundamental forms:
a. the reactive coalition, which takes shape when
one of the coalition partners unilaterally decides

to activate the Interim, thus compelling the
other coalition partners to take action;
b. the pro-active coalition, which takes shape
when the broadest possible coalition mutually
decides, through a broad participatory process,
to activate the Interim, thus inciting a response
from the existing coalition partners and other
potential partners.
V Exercise of Interim Competences The
competences of the Interim are exercised through
provision of access to the Interim by the coalition
of entrepreneurs, who are responsible for Interim
development.
The owner of the land or structures in question
(whose identity is almost always known in the
Dutch situation) can play a pivotal role. In some
cases a coalition can provide access to the
Interim contrary to the wishes of the owner.
VI The Democratic Life of the Interim The
democratic life of the Interim (the operation
of its governing institutions) is in the hands of
the coalition of entrepreneurs.
Interim entrepreneurs can come together from
very different backgrounds to form a coalition.
Accordingly, interim democratic life must
necessarily be based on the principle of
Interim inequality and non-equivalence (of
authority, legal status, investment capacity,
available time for investment, pioneering
spirit, etc.). This results in unique combinations
that make Interim development possible.
In a pro-active coalition, the partners, fully
aware of the fact of inequality and nonequivalence, strive toward dialogue and
transparent development, in order to define
and protect their common interests.
Within the framework of the coalition an
external party is often engaged to protect those

interests, given that the coalition itself is often
unable to perform this task.
VII Finances of the Interim The capital of the
Interim consists of the capitalized increase in
value or potentially capitalizable increase in
value created by Interim development. (Value
may be created and capitalization may take
place in the Neighbouring Time or in the
surrounding area, or both.)
The Interim increase in value is calculated on
the basis of the total capital created, including
both material and immaterial assets (the latter
category includes urban, symbolic, cultural,
social, economic, and cognitive capital, and the
like).3 In addition to tangible economic capital
(land and property), account must also be
taken of the creation of productive value (rent
and future rental values) associated with land
and immovable property, as well as of urban
quality and urban activity.
Through the progressive development of
capital, value is created gradually and, in the
ideal situation, irreversibly (rather than
explosively, with the risk of an equally abrupt
setback leading to impoverishment), as specified
in further detail in art. III.V (The Functioning
of the Interim).
In the case of a pro-active coalition, the
mechanism of value creation and the conversion
rates for the different varieties of capital are to
be agreed in the form of exchange rates.4
In the case of a reactive coalition, capitalization
takes place outside the framework of the full
coalition of entrepreneurs.5 This may be in
conflict with the broader public interest, especially
when the means for realizing the increase in
value are, in whole or part, public property.
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VIII Access to the Interim Access to the
Interim can be divided into two categories.
Areas and buildings gain access to the Interim
when their original function has been
terminated and redevelopment does not take
place immediately. Areas and buildings in this
situation gain immediate access to the Interim.
They thus become autonomous and distinct
entities in space and time, gaining the special
Interim status and thereby entering the scope
of the Constitution for the Interim.
Individual coalition partners are guaranteed
access to the Interim by the coalition partners
as a body, in so far as these individual partners
have a valid claim to the enjoyment of the
benefits of the Interim, its capital (see VII), and
the increase in that capital.6
IX The Interim and its Neighbouring Time As
an autonomous entity in space and time, the
Interim forms a parallel time zone. Simultaneously, the usual functional and developmental
processes take place in what is referred to
hereinafter as the Neighbouring Time. The
transition from the Neighbouring Time to the
Interim has a prior and a subsequent stage.
The prior stage generally involves eagerly
looking forward to the termination of the
previous use. The subsequent stage is that in
which (rightly or wrongly) one looks back wistfully
at the Interim.
Should the anticipated subsequent stage fail to
materialize, the result may be an overtime
situation. Redevelopment may have deliberately
been called to a halt, but it is also possible that
something has gone wrong. Perhaps there is an
economic crisis or the schedule was not discussed
in a timely fashion.
If the anticipated subsequent stage fails to
materialize, it is advisable to take swift action.

Part II: The Charter of Fundamental Rights of
the Interim has been omitted from this printed
version of the Constitution
Part III: The Policies and Functioning of the Interim
How are these fundamental rights put into
practice?
I Provisions of General Application The General
Decree regarding the use of the Interim
(‘Interim Use Decree’) is to state which
provisions of the relevant acts apply to Interim
use.
In the Interim, the only rules that apply are
those necessary for optimal use of the Interim
as swiftly as possible and without compromising
the interests of neighbouring entrepreneurs, the
surrounding area, or the Neighbouring Time.
II Citizenship Citizenship is a right guaranteed
to all those who enter the Interim in a spirit of
enterprise. Entering the Interim in a spirit of
enterprise should, if possible, be encouraged
and facilitated.
If the Interim is situated on or in private
property but has the potential to be of
exceptional value to the public, the local
authorities should play an intermediary role
with regard to access to the Interim, thereby
promoting Interim citizenship.
One situation worthy of special attention is
that in which the Interim is situated in whole or
part on or in public property. In such a situation,
the local authorities are responsible for
facilitating access to the Interim and promoting
Interim citizenship.
Local authorities can promote access to the
wInterim in a number of ways:7
– by financially supporting the development of

the Interim or acting as guarantor in
negotiations with coalition partners;
– through mediation, assistance in finding
suitable locations for Interim development
(a database of available sites and buildings),
assistance with conflict management, or
streamlining and simplification of procedures;8
– by adapting urban planning instruments and
models to increase the potential for Interim
development and citizenship;
– by taking an active role as the initiator or
organizer of Interim development or by
assigning other parties to do so;9
– by treating the Interim entrepreneurs as fullyfledged partners in a cooperative working
relationship;10
– by actively marketing the Interim, by presenting
strategies for soliciting innovative proposals
and generating interest in Interim development
possibilities;11
– by tolerating Interim development when the
required permission has not (or not yet) been
granted;
– by setting out clear guidelines on which forms
of Interim development are and are not allowed
in which types of Interim;
– by seeing to it that the coalition draws up a
statement regarding liability in the event of
accidents or damage in the Interim, rather
than holding a single party liable, such as the
owner of the land or structures.12
III Internal Policies and Action In its internal
policies, the coalition of Interim entrepreneurs
begins by determining the ground rules. The fewer
rules, the better.13, 14 In the case of a pro-active
coalition, these rules can be set out in binding
agreements between the entrepreneurs involved.
Of course, these binding agreements do not have
to be written in a pompous, bureaucratic style.
IV The Functioning of the Interim The challenge
for temporary entrepreneurs is to add a new
layer of development to the many already present
in the area subject to Interim development. When,
in accordance with art. I.VII (Finances of the
Interim), the increase in value in the Interim
takes place gradually, the existing features of the

setting serve as the basis for further development.
From the perspective of financial capital, this
type of investment can have much faster returns than local development (and redevelopment) that starts from square one. From the
perspective of urban capital, recouping the
initial investment is less important than strengthening the fabric of the city.15
V Association of Times and Sites In the Interim,
past results are a guarantee of future performance.
The Association of Times and Sites makes it
possible for successful Interim business
activities to continue in the subsequent stage
or make the leap to related Interim areas.16
VI The Interim’s External Action The external
action of the Interim (outside its area, outside
its time period) is conducted by means of its
ripple effects, which lead to increases in value
in the Neighbouring Time.17
Furthermore, the Interim has an external
impact whenever it enters into the Neighbouring
Time. In such cases, the increase in value that
has taken place in the Interim in transferred
(at least in part) to the Neighbouring Time. In
the case of a pro-active coalition, the mechanism
of value creation and the conversion rates for
the different varieties of capital (material and
non-material) are operative. A valuation decision
or provision for this purpose will be incorporated
into the Constitution in the near future.
Part IV: Final Provisions The Interim Constitution
provides a framework that provides the Interim
with autonomy as an instrument of urban development that can make a major contribution
to the development of the city and its culture.
This Constitution is not (and will never be)
complete – an essential feature in an Interim
situation. Yet at the same time, this is an appeal
to keep working on it and contributing to our insight into the policies and operation of the Interim.
“Constituting the Interim” is made by
STEALTH.unlimited (Ana Dzokic and Marc
Neelen) and Iris de Kievith on invitation by
Optrek/ laboratorium van de tussentijd, and
has been supported by Fonds BKVB.
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This Constitution
does not deal with the
Interim that deliberately
does not aim to change
or infl uence the present
or ultimate use of the
space, such as the systematically repeating
Interim (e.g. the interludes between the
opening times of car
parks, regularly occurring markets, beach
properties in seasonal
use, etc.)
1

Entrepreneur: one who
sets an activity into
motion or initiates
something (in other
words, shows enterprise).
An entrepreneur’s goal
is profi t, broadly defi ned
to include social benefi ts
and other intangible
gains, such as gains in
time and space.
2

There are a number of
different kinds of
capital, with some
overlap between them:
– urban capital: the value
of the city and its culture
– symbolic capital:
cultural recognition
(or ‘image’)
– cultural capital: knowledge, skills, and training
– social capital: relationships and networking
– economic capital:
money and immovable
property
– cognitive capital:
knowledge.
3

‘There will be no Interim
if you try to cash in on
the increase in value.
Just stop trying to put
a price tag on things.’ –
Annius Hornstra, director
of the housing association
Haag Wonen, commenting on the Constitution for the Interim.
4

‘[T]he most avid globalizers will support
local developments
that have the potential
to yield monopoly rents
even if the effect of such
support is to produce a
local political climate
antagonistic to globalization!’ – David Harvey,
‘The Art of Rent: Globalization, Monopoly
and e Commodifi cation
of Culture’, 2002,

5

http://socialistregister.com/recent/2002/h
arvey2002.

teristics such as surface area, accessibility,
and period of availability.
See:
6
‘I regret not having the www.neuland-berlin.org.
value of the shipyard
assessed before we
Zwischennutzungsage
started and setting up ntur is one example of
a joint ownership and
a comparable private
shareholding structure initiative. It was
with all 250 participants. founded in Berlin by a
In the beginning the
group of architects,
site had a negative value urban designers, and
of 5 million . . . Now
cultural historians, with
our shell has largely
the goal of encouraging
been refurbished and is participatory urban
worth 6 million. As the development. The
tenant and end user of agency offers to locate
the property, we fi nanced a building or site for
temporary use within
the interior building
three months, at rates
costs ourselves, and
of 4–7 and 2–2.50/m2,
they amounted to 10
million – defi nitely a lot respectively. See:
more than 10 years
www.zwischennutzung
ago.’ – Eva de Klerk,
sagentur.de/
one of the founding
members of the Stichting 9 These may include
entrepreneurs, indeKinetisch Noord
(2000–2007), the
pendent organizations,
organization for users, and public bodies.
development,
10
programming, and
This may, for exammanagement of the
ple, include entering
NDSM Werf in
into public-private partAmsterdam North.
nerships (as long as
they are mutually bene7
fi cial) in which Interim
The stance adopted
by the local authorities entrepreneurs are
can essentially make or given an opportunity to
use a building or site for
break a project,
free in exchange for its
according to Klaus
Overmeyer (ed.), Urban upkeep throughout the
Pioneers, Temporary Use Interim.
and Urban Development
in Berlin, Senatsverwalting 11 Possible methods infür Stadtentwicklung
clude a call or competiBerlin, 2007, p. 159.
tion for ideas for
Interim use (as in the
8
In Berlin, a municipal case of the NDSM
Werf), modifi ed tenderdesk was opened to
ing procedures, and
gather ideas for the
more clearly announcmany undeveloped
ing the availability of
sites in the district of
Interim buildings and
Marzahn-Hellersdorf.
sites, as in the case of
Because many social
services such as schools Neuland.
are being built in other
12
locations, more and
On the model of
more empty spaces are Vienna’s city support
opening up in the middle desk for Einfachof the district. Residents Mehrfach. See:
and associations with
www.wien.gv.at/stadtent
creative ideas are invited wicklung/06/22/05.htm.
by the city authorities
to use these spaces for 13 ‘I believe that the
their pilot projects. The objective should be a
municipal coordination minimum of rules in the
centre has indicated
Interim, even if the rules
the areas in question
are mutually agreed by
on a map and created a the participants. The
database of undeveloped point of forming a coalisites that lists charac- tion, as we see it, is to

seek the maximum degree of freedom (divergence).... So how do
you make the coalition
pro-active under those
conditions? By making
it clear what you are
doing, and above all (or
consequently) by building trust. That’s essential, because there’s a lot
of uncertainty. The
process manager can be
assigned responsibility
for this. He or she has
to continually remind
parties of the common
interest. There’s always
a common interest;
otherwise, there’s no
coalition. But the larger
the discrepancies
between the common
interest and individual
interests, the more
complicated the situation becomes.’ – Simon
van Dommelen, in an
e-mail to the authors.
‘As a user of the Interim, you have at least
have a guaranteed minimum period of use.
That’s the only thing
that absolutely has to
be worked out.’ – Jan
Jongert of 2012 architecten, an experienced
Interim user, at a pilot
presentation of the Constitution for the Interim.
14

‘If the main theme in
urban development
through most of the
twentieth century was
the economy – with a
noteworthy phase in
the 1960s and 70s in
which a great deal of
attention was devoted
to the social quality of
the city – the debate
may now come to be
dominated by cultural
quality. The emphasis is
steadily shifting toward
issues of ambience,
identity, creativity, and
the importance of beauty.
If this trend continues,
then the dominant issue
in any given project will
not be what it contributes
to the city’s economic
capital, but how it affects the city’s cultural
quality. The focus will
be on the city’s cultural
capital, its capacity to
inspire. . . . In anticipa15

tion of this shift, I propose a ‘cultural monitor’
to give concrete form to
contributions to cultural quality . . . so that
developers, housing associations, government
bodies, and other responsible parties can aim to
contribute to cultural
capital and later be
judged for their policies
– the same situation
that already exists in
relation to economic
capital.’ – Arjo Klamer,
Professor of Cultural
Economy at Erasmus
University, in ‘Van publieke naar gemeenschappelijke ruimte’,
Stedelijkheid als rendement, Trancity, with Air/
Van der Leeuwkring, 2007.
‘In Berlin it is clear to
see that people from
very diverse backgrounds feel drawn to
areas in temporary use.
In the 1960s and 70s,
the target group was
limited mainly to hippies, but these days
you see all sorts of
people enjoying themselves on improvised
urban beaches. Let this
be a message to urban
planners and municipal
spatial planning departments; today’s citydwellers want not just
carefully tended parks,
but space for eyeopening initiatives.
’ – from a talk by the
‘anarchitect’ Mathias
Heyden at Stroom,
The Hague,
8 October 2008.
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‘This is what urban
growth machines are
often all about: the
orchestration of
investment process
dynamics and the
provision of key public
investments at the
right place and time to
promote success in
inter-urban and interregional competition.’ –
David Harvey, The Art
of Rent: Globalization,
Monopoly and the
Commodification of
Culture, 2002,
http://socialistregister.
com/recent/2002/harv
ey2002.
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Commissioner Ole Bouman (NAI)
Supervision Ole Bouman (NAI), Linda Vlassenrood (NAI)

NAI _ Architecture of Consequence
The Netherlands Architecture Institute (NAI) is the platform for
architecture, where challenges and designs can meet in the most inspiring
way. Central to the NAI’s agenda for the future is Architecture of Consequence
which shows that architecture can play a part in formulating solutions to
widespread global problems, and help to build a more sustainable future. The
NAI calls on designers, principals and policymakers to seize this opportunity
and become a force for positive change.

Curator Rietveld Landscape (Ronald Rietveld & Erik Rietveld)
Project leader Saskia van Stein (NAI)
Project team Jurgen Bey, Joost Grootens, Ronald Rietveld, Erik Rietveld,
Saskia van Stein, Barbara Visser
Production Marcel Kollen (NAI)
Graphic design Studio Joost Grootens / Joost Grootens with Christiaan Drost,
Margriet Hogenbirk, Arthur Roeloffzen, Tine van Wel
Collaborators Rietveld Landscape Chantal Bax, Kasper Jacobs, Peer Frantzen,
Arna Mackic

What is Architecture of Consequence?
The human race is facing a number of colossal challenges. The way we deal
with, and think about food, health, energy, space, time, social connections and
(economic) value has become distorted. And now, the tide must turn.
Architecture and spatial planning can be instrumental in redefining our
attitudes because the design and planning of our living environment touches
on so many of these concerns.
Architecture of Consequence draws attention to a generation of designers
working with these themes and using the potentials they present to design a
way forward. Whether their proposals appear modest at times or utopian,
they always express wholehearted confidence in the future.
Architecture of Consequence started of by a publication (published by NAi
Publishers) and a travelling exhibition. In the coming years the Architecture
of Consequence agenda will be futher explored by lectures, debates and
expert meetings both at the NAI building in Rotterdam and on location, to
explore and discuss the seven key themes of Architecture of Consequence.

International Coordination Fanny Smelik (NAI)
Communications Rinske Brand, Brand! communicatie
Press Elsbeth Grievink
Technical realisation (exhibition) Landstra & de Vries i.c.w. Claus Wiersma
Hans Jansen, Mark Jooren, Jochem Klarenbeek, Frits Ham, Carlo van Driel,
Jeannine van Erk
Translation Peter Mason
Cook Arjen de Leeuw
Many thanks to Fons Asselbergs, Gustaaf Boissevain’, Emeline Cosijnse
De la Roy Isolatie & Design BV, Damiaan Denys, Iris van Domselaar,
Linde Dorenbosch, Ana Dzokic, Guido Egas, Jos Gadet, Aetzel Griffioen,
Marcel van Heck, Zef Hemel, Lucas Hendricks, Liesbeth Jansen,
Clemens Karlhuber, Femke Kaulingfreks, Chris Keulemans, Eva de Klerk,
Marieke Kuipers, Nicole Lagewaard, Sabrina Lindeman, Erick de Lyon,
Floor Lysen, Geleyn Meijer, Gert Middelkoop, Marc Neelen,
Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO), Li An Phoa,
Hay Schoolmeesters, Angelique Struik, Vincent Taapken, Maik ter Veer,
Loes Veldpaus, Danielle Voestermans and Francien van Westrenen

The Dutch entry for the 12th architecture Biennial of Venice should be read in
this framework.
On invitation of the Netherlands Architecture Institute (NAI), Rietveld
Landscape was asked to make a statement in the form of an installation
about the potential of landscape architecture to contribute to resolving the
major challenges facing society today.
www.architectureofconsequence.com
www.nai.nl

The Dutch entry is presented by the Netherlands Architecture Institute
on behalf of the Dutch Ministry of Education, Culture and Science.
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